Invitation to
Physics Online Olympiad
The first Singapore interschool
Online Physics Competition

What is it?
Nationwide physics competition for secondary schools, IP schools and Junior Colleges – jointly organized by NUS, IPS and Pearson Education.

Why is it for your school?
● Benchmark your students’ performance with other schools (JCs, IPs & Top Sec Schools).
● Identify key talents in Physics to be groomed for international competition.
● Certificates of Distinction, Merit and Participation awarded. Attractive Prizes for the top 5 students of each category.

How to participate?
● For $19.90, your students gain a 1 year access to the Mastering Physics online homework tutorial system that will prepare your students for the competition in Feb 2008.
● Minimum administrative and coaching requirement from teachers!


Early Bird Gift!
Register on or before 21st April, 2007 to get Free study guides (Worth $69!) for the competition.
*1 set per school

Organisers:
NUS National University of Singapore
THE INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS SINGAPORE
PEARSON Education South Asia

Mastering Physics is an online technology provided by Pearson Education.